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Our Story  
Dairy farmer Norm is suffering painful terminal 
bone cancer. After his wife Beryle sources him 
medicinal cannabis, she embarks on a hilarious 
transformative journey of adventure - from the 
tropical rainforests of Nimbin to the halls of power 
at the United Nations. Mary Jane is an empowering 
story about an elderly woman’s quest of self 
discovery through love, friendship and triumph. 

MARY 
JANE
Grey is the new Green



Synopsis 

Our story begins on an unassuming dairy 
farm on the outskirts of Nimbin, NSW. Beryle 
(66), is in the kitchen baking. A frustrated 
howl shatters the tranquility. Norm, (71) 
staggers in, a disheveled mess of a man from 
the medication he takes for his painful bone 
cancer. There’s no relief in sight. Beryle looks 
on with concern. Something has to be done...

Attempting to obtain medicinal cannabis, they 
are turned down by every doctor in the region. 
Taking matters into their own hands, they pile 
into their old Kingswood station wagon. In 
Nimbin, they meet Nell, who is known in the 
region for her high grade cannabis seeds and 
oils. After Norm tries some homemade ‘green’ 
scones, he becomes pain free. Beryle can 
hardly believe the transformation.

Beryle and Nell form an immediate connec-
tion and alliance. Beryle even introduces her 
local Country Women’s Association group 
to her ‘special’ scones with hilarious results. 
Together, they go on a crusade and soon be-
come infamous Australia wide, fighting for 
the rights of patients who need cannabis 
medicine. After uncovering evidence that 
several big Pharma companies are trying 
to close them down, the women are soon 
thrust on a wild and hilarious journey of in-
trigue and triumph.

The women are arrested and land in jail, lead 
the Nimbin Mardi-Grass parade, experience 
the magic of a pristine wilderness rainforest, 
are chased through the streets of NYC, win 
trophies at the Canadian Cannabis Cup, and 
speak at the United Nations general assembly 
to a rapturous applause. While on their quest 
to transform the state of the nation around 
Mary Jane – medicinal cannabis, these two 
unlikely heroines become best friends along 
the way.

Director’s Vision 

Mary Jane is a comedy with heart and soul. It is this es-
sence that will set the tone and style for the development,  
production and delivery of the film.

I’m attracted to these main characters because they’re 
both authentic and exceptional women creating positive 
change in the world while struggling with their own human 
conditions. Beryle and Nell are certainly larger than life 
but still exist in the real world. Both are unconventional, 
strong women who become heroines of progress, and are 
prepared to transgress society’s standards and embrace 
change.

The quality of Mary Jane is humorous and light hearted 
while still emphasising the real drama and transforma-
tional journeys of our two elderly female main characters.  
Audiences will emotionally connect and empathise with 
our protagonists Beryle and Nell as the women struggle 
to bring medicinal cannabis into mainstream society.

The locations and colour of the film will juxtapose between 
the rich jungle vegetation of the Australian tropics to the 
corridors of power at the United Nations in New York City. 
Music and sound design will play a large part within the 
film texture traversing from contemporary electronica hip-
hop and dance pop music, as the characters evolve and 
develop throughout the film. Also elegant and sophisticated 
animation will be employed to create an adult internal 
landscape for Beryle as she evolves throughout the story.

The story of Mary Jane emerged following the death of 
a close family friend when I began to research the truths 
regards medicinal cannabis. Since then I have been 
inspired to tell this story - one of elderly people needlessly 
suffering while there is this natural plant that is easily 
grown, with relatively few side effects. 

This is a watershed zeitgeist moment and Mary Jane is a 
lightning strike that will ignite the entertainment interests 
of audiences. It’s about breaking down stereotypes and 
discovering the power of medicinal cannabis and its 
benefits for elderly and sick people in the community. 

A comedic film is a great way to discuss this serious topic 
while entertaining mainstream audiences.

Director’s profile
Eugene’s career began as a visual and performance artist over 25 years ago. Being a 
full-time artist he has worked on many creative projects as a writer, film-maker, music 
producer, performance artist, DJ, events and installation director around Melbourne and 
Australia. Eugene has produced 6 completed film projects and works full-time in the film 
industry as a writer/director/co-producer.



Film Details 

Working Title Mary Jane

Genre Family - Comedy Drama

Demographic G Rating, Family Comedy,  
with strong interest from  
Baby Boomers

Director Eugene E~NRG

Executive 
Producer

John Travers

Producers Loretta Agius, Alexander 
Alexopoulos, Natalia Sepulveda

Actors Jackie Weaver, Michael Caton, 
Kerry Armstrong, Terri Norris* 

Year of 
Production

2020

Length 95 MIN

Min Budget $5.0M

About the company 

Space Between the Gaps Films is an award 
winning independent film production house 
based in Brunswick, Melbourne.

We produce independent films for Australian 
and international distribution. We specialise 
in telling unique Australian stories, 
structured around universal themes.

The Good Deed
Completed (2019)

Mutonia Burnout
Completed (2017)

Premiered at TropFest 2017

Winner for Best Editing

3rd place for Best Cinematography 

 * All to be confirmed

“A weed is a 
plant whose 
virtue is not 
yet known”  

- Ralph Waldo Emerson



john@spacebetweenthegaps.com
info@spacebetweenthegaps.com

Ph: 0439 100 309
www.spacebetweenthegaps.com

420 Victoria St, Brunswick, Victoria, 3056

Medicinal Cannabis 
in Australia

A recent study in the British Medical Journal found that over 50% of Australian GPs  
surveyed were supportive of medical cannabis

57

Doctors authorised to prescribe 
medicinal cannabis

4k

Australians who have received 
approval for treatment with 

medicinal cannabis products

330k

Estimated patients  
by 2025

Legalised 
Medicinal 
Cannabis

Global Medicinal Cannabis Facts

• Estimated market worth of the USA and Canada cannabis industry is $280 billion by 2024

• Asia Pacific market for medicinal cannabis is predicted to exceed $8.5 billion by 2024

• Medicinal cannabis is currently legal in 34 of 50 US states

• Canada legalized and regulated access to cannabis in 2018 becoming the first G7 country to do so and 
only the second in the world
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